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CHAPTER-ZERO 
INTRODUCTION 
1. EXPLANATORY REMARKS: 
The study of sequence spaces has been of great 
interest. Recently number of books have been published 
in this area over the last few years (See for example,[5], 
[4], and [6]). 
In this dissertation we shall introduce two classes 
of sequence spaces one of which is of a non-absolute type 
and another of an absolute type. By absolute we mean that 
if a sequence \ x «• f ^ir? belongs to a given space so does 
its absolute value |xi "^Ixj-n. Otherwise the space 
is said to be non-absolute^ fjon-Absolute type of sequence 
space has some undesirable properties. First* it does not 
necessarily contain all finite sequences* secondly* it is 
not solid. We 111^^?^^* "^^y restrl^r remain valid without 
the above two properties which are usually assumed in the 
study of sequence spaces. 
2 
One area of study In sequence spaces Is matrix 
transformations. Not much have been studied regarding 
non-absolute type of sequence spaces and their imatrix 
transformations, v^ hich are free from above mentioned 
undesirable properties* So we study in the present 
dissertation such type of sequence spaces and their 
matrix transformations with main emphasis on Cesaro 
sequence spaces* 
Let X and Y be sequence spaces, and A an 
infinite matrix* A standard problem is to find necessary 
and sufficient condition on A s.t* A : X — > Y* There 
are many known results in this direction. 
In Chapter one we have phrased them in terms of 
associated norms and further two basic theorems are given 
which shows that many known results are then their easy 
consequences* In the end of this Chapter some further 
generalizations of these results are also mentioned* 
Ng and Lee determined the associate norms and 
the associates spaces of Cesaro sequence spaces of a 
3 
non-absoluta type. In the second Chapter we have 
mentioned these results and the necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which an infinite matrix will transform 
the Cesaro sequence spaces of non-absolute type into 
respectively the space x of all bounded sequences and 
the space C of all convergent sequences. 
In Chapter third we have considered the Cesaro 
sequence spaces of an absolute type and their a-duals. 
Further we have mentioned the results of matrix trans-
formations on those spaces. At the end of this Chapter 
we have also introduced Cesaro Function Spaces and their 
duals. Here also we have listed some problems. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
For convenience, we list some of the well known 
spaces as follows: 
C • The space of all convergent sequences x • ^ '^ ic^  
such that j Xj^ - J[ | — > 0 for some x . 
C^ • The space of all null sequences ^ "i *\Pi 
Such that |X|j| — > 0, 
I 
il » The space of all sequences x=>X|^? such that 
i/p 
e 
bV 
( E jx^ l ) < « where 1 < p < a». 
k«l "^  
« The space of all bounded sequences x "Sxj^Z 
such that Sup |x^j < «», 
k ^ 
= The space of a l l sequence x "fxj^? such t h a t 
oo 
bV^- bvOc^ « 5xebV: lim x » 0? . 
Fot suitable norms, the above are all complete normed 
linear spaces that Is Banach spaces [5]. 
* 
Ce8(p} » The space of all continuous linear functional 
on CesCp) that is the dual space of Ce8(p)« 
A linear topological space X is called a 
paranormed space if there exists a subadditive function 
g : X — > R"*" such that g(0) « 0, g(x) «• g(-x) and 
the multiplication is continuous, that is*?^- — > A and 
9(x„-x)-—> 0, implies that g(A„Xj^ -Ax) > 0 for 
}\»j £ C and x'^e X, 
5 
A set X is said to be solid if x £ X and 
|y| i. I'^l iniply that yEX where X is a sequence 
space. 
Let A = (a^ ^ j^) be an infinite matrix of complex 
numbers a^ u(n,k =» 1,2,...,) and P, Q two subsets of 
the space S of complex sequences. We say that the 
matrix A defines a matrix transformation from P into 
Q, if for every sequence x = ('^ jj)^  P "the sequence 
A(x) = A_(x) is in Q, where A_(x) « E a^ t. i^,* 
n n Icasl " f ** "^  
The class of all such matrix transformations from P 
into Q will be denoted by (P,Q). 
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CHAPTER-I 
CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF A NON-ABSOLUTE TYPE 
1.1 
In this Chapter we shall introduce a class of 
sequence spaces which are non-absolute type. This 
sequence space was first introduced by P.N. Nung [7] 
in 1978. Further characterization among others the 
dual spaces of these sequence spaces are also given 
here. Some further generalization are also included 
in this Chapter. 
1.2 DEFINITION: 
Let A be an i n f i n i t e matrix then we define 
This sequence space has been studied by many; 
see , for example [ 3 ] . 
In general, l e t Y be a given sequence space then 
X i AXGY] . 
In what follows, we assume that the mapping of A from 
X to Y is one-one and onto. 
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In particular, when A is a Cesaro matrix C where 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 i 
and Y «P^ for 1 < p < «». Then X is called Cesaro 
A.p mm » mm 
sequence space of a non-absolute type [7] and it is 
denoted by X . 
In other words, xG X for 1 <. p < o«. if and only if 
1/p 
n P " " I I I 
Z |i E X 
n=l " k«l 
< oo« 
and similerly for p ss «, 
In this connection we shall show that these 
sequence spaces have some undesirable properties 
(see [8]). 
(i) It does not necessarily contain all finite 
sequences. 
Example (1.1) e « (1,0,0, )ix,; however 
X^ is not empty since^(k+l)"^ - k"^? ^ . 1 ^  ^1* 
(ii) It is not solid 
A set X is said to be solid if x ^ X and 
|y| < |x| — # y^X. 
8 
Note thi)t if X Is so l id then X i s a lso absolute* 
Now l e t X " W i t ] 3"c[ ^u " (-1) 
Then x^ X but l x | i x for 1 < p < «». 
That i s X„ is non-absolute for 1 < p < «», indeed also p 
for p » 1 and w, therefore X_ cannot be s o l i d . 
P 
We shall see that many results remain valid without the 
above two properties which are usually assumed in the 
study of sequence spaces. 
1.3 One area of study in sequence spaces is matrix trans-
formations. Let T = (t j^) be an infinite matrix 
mapping a sequence space X into another sequence space 
Z. That is, y « TxGZ whenever x£X where 
The problem is to find necessary and sufficient condition 
on T such that T maps X into Z. 
A necessary condition is that for each n and each x£X 
00 
the series Z t^ i, x^ must converge. 
In other words, >*n k^ k > 1 '*®lo'^ 9' "to '^ ®^ 
^-dual or Kothe dual of X for each n. Hence, to find 
9 
the necessary and sufficient condition on A s.t 
A : X ——> Z where Z is another sequence space, 
it is essential to characterize the Kothe-dual of X. 
We shall consider the sequence space X s. t. 
A : X ——> Z in which A is one-one and onto. 
In othe» words, X is defined in terms of A and z.. 
Many sequence spaces can be expressed in this form. 
Example (1.2). The space bv of all sequences x 
such that 
oo 
k«l ^ 
^V " ^)e^^ I ^ k+1' 
can be regarded as such a space with Z » J:. 
and 
A « -1 
llxjlx 
-1 
\ 
The p-dual or Kothe-dual of X, denoted by X ,^ 
i s the space of a l l sequences y */yj^7such that 
«• 
E Xjj yj^  converges for a l l x -^Xj^I^X. 
10 
Example ( 1 . 3 ) . where 1 <, p < «» and 
p q 
The o-dual of X, denoted by X**, i s the space 
L oo y^'l such t h a t E 1 x. y. | 
converges for all x «= Sxj^^X. 
REMARK: If the space X is solid then x" = X^. 
For example, where 1 < p < « and 
— + — = 1. For convenience, we shall always write p q 
-H^y "W5 and i + i « 1. P q 
Let y^X^ , and define the assoc ia te norm as 
fo l lows. 
I | y | | - Sup^ (t)(n)i n 2 IS . 
n 7 
where (|)(n) «^at>|E ^^ jc Yjc U x € X and | l x | | i l > . 
Here we assume imp l i c i t l y t ha t for every k there i s 
a sequence x such t h a t | | x i | <, 1 and x. f 0 . 
Then the Kothe-dual X^  with the assoc ia te norm i s 
again a normed l i n e a r space. The Kothe dual i s a lso 
ca l led the assoc ia te space by Zcanan and Luxumburg [ 2 0 ] . 
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A norm Is said to be absolute If i | x | i » | | ; l i ( | 1| 
where jx | " u ' ^ i c n • Obviously, if the norm in X i s 
absolute then for y£xP 
l | y | | « Sup^ E |x^ y^l ; l |xM < 1? 
Example ( 1 . 4 ) . When y€ 2. the assoc ia te norm | i y | | 
i s the usual norm in I: . Also l e t C be the space of 
a l l convergent sequences then the assoc ia te norm in 
CP St Jl. i s simply the usual norm in V , , 
For yCX*^ ,^ we define the a s s o c i a t e seminorm in the 
c l a s s i c a l sense as fo l lows. 
| | y | | « S u p ? | Z X y . | ; xeX and | | x | | < l ? . 
L lc«l ^ ^ J 
Note t h a t i f the norm in X i s absolute then 
11/11 • I I Y I I • Otherwise, | | y | l may only be a 
seminorm (See[ lO]) . The well-known Kojima-Schur 
theorem [ l ] can now be rephrased as fol lows, in which 
e m \^»^ \ ®"^  ® "^^ik^ "fiith S ^^ m 1 and 
^ ik " ^ ^ ° ^ k «^ i . 
THEOREM 1.1: Let A - (a^ ,^) be an infinite matrix. 
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Then A : C > C if and only If Ae*^ ^ C for 
k a> l y 2 , . . . . f Ae€C and 
This theorem can easily in a lightly more general 
form. 
A sequence sapce X is said to be have the 
AD property if the linear hull of ce ; k «• 1,2,....( 
is dense in X; and to have the AE property if the 
linear hull of Se,e ; k = 1,2, 7 is dense in ) 
Now we state a theorem due to P.Y. Lee [9]• 
THEOREM 1.2: Let A = (a^ ,^) be an infinite matrix 
and X a sequence space satisfying the AE property. 
Then A 8 X > C if and only if Ae^e C for 
k » 1 ,2 , , AeGC and S a„ ,^ ^ jj ^ 1^ X^  for a l l 
n, 
S"P^ll^«n,k>kil>lx' " i l ] < -
THEOREM 1,3: Theorem 1.2 holds with the condition 
Ae£ C omitted if the AE property of X is replaced 
by the AD property. 
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The following theorem characterizes the p-dual or 
Kothe-dual of a space. 
THEOREM 1.4: Let X and Y be sequence spaces with 
Y having the AD property and A an i n f i n i t e matrix 
such t h a t A : X ——> Y is one-one and onto with 
A~^ « (a^ ^^) then y^X if and only i f yA*"^  
e x i s t s and 
iyll^ «SupCl|^J^ y^  a^flj 
ill ^ 
PROOF: We write S = Ax and x » A~^S. Then 
n n oo , 
l i r a E J i^, Yir "• l i « » ^ Yif ^ ®irT ^\ 
n—>- k-l ^ "^  ry—>». k-1 *^ i « l ^^ ^ 
- lim E ( £ y^ a^ "^) S, 
It—>- i» l k-l '^ ^^ ^ 
Hence by using Theorem 1.3 we get the result. 
Applying above theorem, we see that (bv) 
is the space of all y^CS such that 
Sup "^  I Z Yjjl ; n 2 1 j < -• 
Where CS is the space of all convergent sequences. 
W« thall give two more exanples. 
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Exi^ BDl« ( 1 . 5 ) . Tak« A to be <y^  where r i s a 
pos i t ive in teger , o (x) « a(cr x) and 
n 
(ax) « S X. 
" k=l ^ 
r r r-1 
Then the inverse of A is ZS. where A ^^  " A ( Z!^  x) 
and (^x)^ « x^ - x^ ,. With x = 0 • If we 
n n n—1 o 
define H(r,p) to be the space of a l l sequences x 
such tha t a^x^H for 1 <. P < «»f then i t s p-dual i s 
the space of all bounded sequences y such that 
r 
AyeL-
Example (1.6). Now replace A in the above example by 
3« u " "^  for 1 < k < n and a„ . = 0 for k > n. n,K n — — . n,K 
X the space of all x such that Ax^ ^ n ^ ^  — P — "^  • 
Now the f i r s t na tura l question to ask is what i s 
the p-dual of X . In t h i s sect ion we sha l l give the 
r e s u l t s of Lee-Peng Yee [8] r e l a t i n g to the p-dual of 
' 'p-
Suppose y£X^ where 1 < p < ». Consider 
Z x^y^ - E (^  E '«i)('^ (yk-yk+l^ ^ "^  ^ n ^ '^ i^ '^* ^ n^ 
:«1 '^ ^ k«l "^  i«l ^ K k+i n ^^^^ i n 
n n-1 
1 
t 
k 
n 
I 
k-1 - ^ ^ , k Sfe 
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Where 
k(yjj-y,^+l) whent l <. k <. n-1 
b^ j^  « > ny^ when k * n 
3 when' k > n 
and j^ k 
Let B « (b j^). Then for every x^ X and 
S "^S.l^V- , we have BS€ C. It is well known [2] 
that B maps Iz into C if and only if 
lira b_ . e x i s t s for each k, and 
n—>« "»•* 
1/q 
r n q 7 
Sup> ( Z Ib^^j^l ) i n 2 1 ? < -
where T ••• •:: "* ! • 
p q 
Note t h a t the f i r s t c o n d i t i o n i s t r i v i a l l y s a t i s f i e d . 
The second c o n s i d i t i o n g ives the fo l lowing [ 7 ] . 
THEOREM 1.5: The p -dua l of X fo r 1 < p < «. i s the 
space of a l l sequences y such that 
0 n-1 q .q ^ / ^ 7 
Sup > ( E U(y^-yj^^.i)| + Iny^l ) ; n ^ 1 W « 
we remark that similar results hold for p » 1 and a*. 
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Al te rna t i ve ly , we may s p l i t the condi t ion into two 
as follows: 
(1 .5 .1) Supjiny^l ; n ^ 1^ < « 
(1 .5 .2) ( Z |k(y^ - Y^^il ) < « . 
k = l 
In other words we can say that the p-dual for 1 <. p < «» 
is the space of all y such that '^ '^ yu^  is bounded and 
When p = oo, its p-dual is the space of all null 
sequences V such that>^(y. - Yu+i)?^ i* 
REMARK; A similar results holds if the AD property of 
y is thoerem 1.4 is replaced by the A£ property. 
Thus the revised version will include the case when 
Y a C which has the A£ property but not the AD property. 
The following theorem is due to Zeller, and is an 
easy consequence of [25, Theorem 17, vii], 
A sequence space X is said to have the 
AK property if X has the AD property and 
>Xj,»X2f rX ,0,0,.... .J converges to x as 
n ——> «• for each x 6 X. 
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THEORgM 1.6: Let X,Y and Z be sequence spaces 
with Y having the AK property and A an infinite 
matrix such that A : X — > Y is one-one and onto* 
Then T « W ^ Jl maps X into Z if and only if 
(l';6.1) {t Jl Qx^ for each n, 
I "'•^ Sk^ l 
(1.6.2) TA""-^  maps Y into Z. 
PROOF: The proof of this theorem depends on the follwoing 
associative property. 
TCA'^y) = (TA~^)y for all y^Y, vmich follows from the 
AK property of Y. A similar result proved by Jakimovski 
and Livne [24]. There they assume that Y satisfies the 
following property: 
For each infinite matrix ^ "^  ^'^ n k^  satisfying YC C^ 
we have for each Y€. Y 
lira (Ay) - £ o(^y^ 
where 
a^ « lim a ^ 
Obviously, if Y has the AK property, then the above 
condition is satisfied. 
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In the same way, we can characterize 
T : Z ——> X where Z has the AK property and X 
Is defined as in theorem 1«5. 
THEOREM 1.7s Let X,Y and A be defined as in theorem 
1.5 and Z a sequence space having the AK property. 
Then T : Z > X if and only if 
(1.7.1) ^ t„ J> €.zP for each n 
(1.7.2) AT J Z > Y 
Now combining theorem 1.5 and 1.6 we have 
THEOREM 1.8: Let X be defined as in theorem 1.5. 
Then T s X > X if and only if 
(1.8.1) (t^^^7 e X^ for each n, 
(1.8.2) A(TA"^) : Y > Y. 
Using the theorems 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 we can 
characterize easily T : X ——> Z or T : Z ——> X or 
T : X ——> X as long as we can characterize 
TA"^ I Y > Z or AT : Z > Y or A(TA"^) : Y >Y. 
Hence we may deduce as many theorems as there are In 
19 
Stiglltz and Tietz [23]. As expected, may known results 
follows easily from the above theorems, for example, 
those involving H(r,p) and X as given in section 1.3. 
In particular, we shall consider the results of Ishiguro 
and Zeller [22] and Dawson [21], 
Let X = C^ i . e . X = Sx; A x 6 C 5 , Assume t h a t 
A i s a lower semi-mat r ix with non-zero d iagonal s a t i s -
fying the fo l lowing c o n d i t i o n [ l ; p . 6 8 3 , 
n 
^ " M ' k=i "^'^ "^ ^"''^-i'; "^ i ] < 
l im ^n k '* ^ ^ ° ^ each k 
n — > o e > ' 
•vith a^ , » 0. Assume further that A is oerfect in 
n,-l 
the sense that e , i « 1,2, , form a basis in X. 
Then every continuous linear functional F on X is of 
oe 
the form F(x) = g lim S„ + Z g_S„ 
n—->oo na«l 
n 
where S » E a . x. and r. |g-l < 
" k«l ^*^ ^ n»l " 
CO, 
Hence the conjugate space X of X is isomorphic to 
the space of all y such that 
y^ - FCe*^ ) « g + E g« a . 
n-1 » 
20 
with norm ||y|| « i|F|l - lg| + Z jg j. 
n-1 " 
The following theorem due to Ishiguro and Zeller 
[22, Theorem l] is an easy consequences of theorem 1.3 and 
1.4. 
THEOREM 1.9: Let X » C^ vvith A given as above. 
* 
Then an infinite matrix T maps X into C if and 
only if 
(1.9.1) Sup >I E ^n k *ra k' » " ^  ^ ^"^ m 2 1S < «. 
(1.9.2) lim ^t„ ^ exists. 
m—>oo ^ ^^ 
(1.9.3) lim t„ . exists for each k. 
m • ">oo ' 
r 1 * 
Dawson L21J consider the case when X i s the space of 
a l l convergent sequence y sa t i s fy ing 
«• M ••I 
^ I s y,, a . . I < oo. 
i « l k-1 "^  •'^ 
In the next theorem due essentially to Dawson [21], 
* * 
We shall assume that both X and Y are such spaces, 
in which Y •> Cg and B is a lower seml-raatrlx having 
the same properties as A above. 
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THEOREM 1.10: Let X n C^ and Y « Cg with A and B 
given as above. Then an infinite matrix T maps X 
into Y* if and only if 
(1.10,1) lim t ^ exists for each k, 
m~~*>ao * 
00 
(1.10.2) ? E t^ ^\ £Y*, 
(1.10.3) Sup>j E t^^^ 3n,k'» ""• " -^  M ^ " 
oo oo -1 
(1.10.4) SupC " 1 £ b Z tm k n^ ki» " 2 ^< )i«l m=l "»i !c=i "'•'« "^ 'K J 
The proof follows from theorem 1.5 and 1.6. 
1.4 SOME REMARKS: 
We shall make some remarks on how theorem 1.6 
and 1.7 may be extended. Consider the situation in 
theorem 1.6 with Y replaced by C. Then an infinite 
matrix T maps X into Z if and only if *> t^ J, £.X 
1 "•'^ jk^ l 
P 
for each n, TA"" maps C into Z and T(A'' )e£Z when 
C denotes the space of all null sequences. 
Note that C = C^+[e3 where [e] stands for the 
linear space spanned by e, and that C has the AK 
property. In fact, the above applies to any sapce Y 
22 
Which has the form Y^ + [e] such that Y has the 
o o 
AK p r o p e r t y . S i m i l e r l y , we may extend theorem 1.7 wi th 
Z having the AK p r o p e r t y r ep laced by Z » Z + [ e ] 
where Z has the AK p r o p e r t y . 
The r e s u l t s in s e c t i o n ( 1 . 2 ) can a l s o be g e n e r a l i z e d 
s l i g h t l y with the AK p r o p e r t y r ep l aced by a weaker c o n d i -
t i o n , namely, the AL p r o p e r t y , and the usua l i n f i n i t e sum 
by a g e n e r a l i z e d sum, namely, 
A - £ x^ = lira ^ a„ u X. 
k=l "^  n—>« k«l "••^ ^ 
where A = (a„ .) is given and fixed, 
A sequence space X i s s a id to have the AL p r o p e r t y 
(wi th r e s p e c t to A = ( a . )) i f for every x € X the 
11 y K 
sequence ^ a^^ Xj^, a^^ ^2* » ®nn '^n*^* \ ^^^^^^^"^^ 
to X for each n, converges to x in the norm of X. 
The idea of considering the AL property was suggested by 
ler [11,P.45], Then we define 
A - associate sapce of X to be the set of all y 
oo 
such t h a t fo r each y , l im £ ^n u x. y. e x i s t s 
n—><» k-1 "»•« "f »^  
f o r a l l x € X. 
23 
Obviously, if X has the AL property, then 
A- associate space of X coincides with its conjugate 
space. Hence we can rephrase the above theorems, in 
particular, theorems 1.6 and 1,7 in terms of the 
AL property. 
24 
CHAPTER«II 
MATRIX TRAIfSFORMATIONS ON CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF 
A NON-ABSOLUTE TYPE 
2.1 In [17] Ng and Lee consider the space H 
of all real sequence SXj^ ? for which the series 
Z x^ is convergent. Here we shall determine the 
k»l '^ 
associate space of H in the sense of Kothe theory, 
and determine the necessary and sufficient conditions 
under which a matrix transformation will map H 
respectively into the space J^ ^ of all bounded sequences 
and the space C of all convergent sequences. Further 
in this note we shall use these results to find the 
necessary and sufficient conditions under which an 
infinite matrix will transforms the Cesaro sequence 
spaces into the space 1 and the space C respectively. 
2.2 NORMED KOTHE SEQUENCE SPACES: 
Let X be the se t of a l l real sequences x « Sxj^ ? 
A functional Q from X into the extended non-negative 
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r ea l number system i s ca l led a semi-norm if for every 
X and y in X, 
(a) P(0) = 0; 
(b) f ( ax ) = |ai P ( x ) ; for every r ea l number a . 
( c ) e ( x + y ) j< e(x) + C ( y ) . 
If instead of (a) Q Sa t i s f i e s the condition tha t 
^ (x ) = 0 if and only if x = 0 , then ^ i s ca l led a 
norm* We denote by X^ the co l l ec t ion of a l l sequences 
x sa t i s fy ing ^ (x) < « . Obviously X^ i s a l i n e a r 
space and i t i s ca l led norraed Kothe sequence space of 
non-absolute type with the seminorm ^ . If Xp i s 
complete with respect to the norm ^ , then Xp i s 
ca l led a Banach sequence space of non-absolute type, 
since we did not assume the absolute property 
? ( x ) • ^ ( | x | ) where \x\ • ')l'^icR • From now on, 
we sha l l always assume tha t Xn i s a Banach sequence 
space of non-absolute type* 
Give a seminorm ^ , we define a new seminorm ^ 
as follows: 
/ 
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^ (x) - Sup ^ 1 ETT x^y^l; ^(y) 1 1? 
and put ^ (x) *s «• if the series E x,-y. does not 
converge for some y satisfying ^(y) <. 1. The 
seminorm ^ is called the associate semi-norm of ^  • 
The space Xp consisting of all sequences 
xCX with ^ (x) < oo is called the associate space 
of Xrt. For any x £ Xp and any y£X' we always have 
/ ' I E X y 1 < e ( x ) e c y ) . 
k«l ^ ^ 
A semi-norm ^ i s said to be s a tu ra t ed , if for 
every non-empty subset of pos i t ive i n t e g e r s , there e x i s t s 
a non-empty subset F of E such tha t ^ (x- ) < « , 
where the sequence Xp = '^^ jc? ^^ defined as 
x^ « 1 i f k € F and 
x,j « 0 if k^F. 
I t i s easy to see t ha t ^ i s sa tura ted if and only 
i f Xn contains a l l f i n i t e sequences t h a t i s a l l sequences 
having only f i n i t e l y many non-zero terms. 
The following i s a consequence of the Banach-Steinhaus 
Theorem* 
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THEOREM 2,li Let ^ be saturated, and y£ X. 
Then y G Xp' if and only If the series Z x^y. Is 
^ k-1 "^  "^  
convergent for every x G. XA. 
2.3 THE ASSOCIATE SPACE OF THE SPACE Ht 
Let H be the space of all sequences x£X 
oa 
such that the series Z x^ convergent. 
k»l ^ 
We define a norm Q in H by 
^ ( x ) « Sup^ l Z x^[j n i 1? . 
THEOREM 2,2s The space H is a Banach sequence space 
of non-absolute type. 
PROOFt LetSx^ '< be a Cauchy sequence in H, so that 
given € > 0 we have^Cx^*^^ - x'^^ < € f or all 
i» i 2 % ( ^ )• ^e write x^  ^ ^ » f Xj^ ^ ^ V . Then for 
fixed k, \ Xj^ ^ ^ Y is convergent if lim ^i} * '^i 
then 
I Z (x^^^ - x^ )I < € for i i n^(€) and all 
m • 1,2,.., Hence we have ^ (x^^' - x) <, £ for all 
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l i % (€ ) . 
This proves t h a t H Is complete. 
THEOREM 2,3s The space H Is separab le . 
PROOFt For each x€ H, where x « ^^x. ? , we l e t 
Then i t i s easy to see t ha t ( ? (x - x ) > 0 as 
N > oo. If A i s countable dense subset of the 
r e a l number system, the f i n i t e l y non-zero sequences 
with e n t r i e s in A form a countable dense subset of H. 
In what fol lows, we sha l l determine the assoc ia te 
space of H. Let V be the space of a l l y£X such 
t h a t 
ThfEOREM 2 ,4 : The assoc ia te space H of the space H 
coincides with the space V, and the assoc ia te norm ^ 
of ^ i s equivalent to the norm 
for . H y e n ' . 
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PROOF: First we shall prove that H C V. For any 
ye H and any xeH, the series I x.y. is convergent, 
k-1 ^ ^ 
therfore we have Xj^ yj^  ——.> » as k — — > «., for all 
x€ H. Now we calim that y is a bounded sequence. 
Suppose that y is not bounded, then for every integer 
i > 0 there exists a subsequence S Yi, 7 o^ Y 
such that IYJJI^ I > i« 
Now we define an element x «» ^'^ jci'^ ^ '^ Y 
(-l)Vi , k - k^, i - 1,2, 
'^k 
elsewhere 
Then we see that x. y,,. > 1 which does not tends to 
zero. Next, for any posit ive integer n, we have 
n n 
Z x^y. ml ( s . - S. . )y . 
k-l "^  "^  k-1 "^  ^^ ^ 
- ^Jy^c ' y^^^h ' S)+ Sy^ -^ (S„ . S)y„ 
where 
n 
S« « E X. and lira S^ • S, 
" k-1 ^ rr—>o. " 
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Since y is bounded, it follows that 
k-l ""^^^ " k«l ^^ "^  " ^k+l^^S^ - S) -H Sy^ 
is convergent for all sequences \(S^ - S)( which 
converges to zero. Hence we have 
^ ,  )]
oe 
IJ_ ^^k - Yk+li 
t t 
which implies t ha t HC V, Now for each y£H , 
we have 
^ ( y ) « SupSl E x^y.J ; ^(x) < l ( 
« Sup^l E (y^ - y,^+i)(S,^ - S)+Syj | ; Sup |S^ | < U 
- ^jii'^k-^k^ii ^Ivil 
L. 
- 2 l l y l U 
Next we sha l l prove t h a t 2 ^ (y) ^ I I Y I I ^OI a l l 
y£H • For each pos i t ive integer n, choose an element 
^sjj? in H^ as follows 
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^^n^^k * ^k-*-!^ » 1 i Ic <. n 
Sk -
0 , k > n 
Then we have 
n l^ l^k - V,c+ll = I ^^.^(< - 0)(y^ - y^^i ) | 
< sup\ |^Ms^-o)Cy^-y„+i) l i 
Sup 13. I <. 1 and S. > o( . 
k2l ^ 1 
I t follows that 
l^ IVk - Vk+ll 1 2 " P [ l i i ^^k - S^^^k - Vk+l^-^Sy^l^ 
Sup JS^I ^ 1 and S^ —> 0 
k>l 
SupC I Z x^y^l ; f (x) 1 l | 
? ( y ) . 
Obviously we have jy^ j^ ^ ? (y) if y « Wic^t^ • 
Therefore I |y| I i 2 ? ( y ) , hence ^ I |y | 1 1 ^'(y) 1 2 | jyj | 
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for all y€ H and the two norms Q and |i*|| are 
equivalent. Finally, it is not difficult to see that 
VC-H , by the fact that the associate norm x is saturated 
and by theorem 2,1, This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2,5: The associate space H of the space H 
coincides with the conjugate space (Banach dual) H of 
the space H algebraically and Isometrically, 
t 
PRQOF: For any y€H , then we see t ha t 
T„( x) « E x.y. defines a l i n e a r continuous 
y k«i "^  "^  
functional on H vvith norm ||T || "fCy). 
* k 
Conversely, if TGH , let e denote the 
sequence with 1 in the kth coordinate and zero 
elsewhere. For any x£H let also 
V Xj^, X2,••••«.•, Xj^, 0| 
N ^ k Then we have x •« Z x.e 
k-1 "^  
and^(x - x^) — > 0 as N ——> «*, Since T is continuous, 
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N N . 
we have T(x) » lim T(x") « lim 5^  x. Ke*^) 
« E x^ l{e^) 
which Is convergent for a l l x £ H . This implies t ha t 
the sequence ^T(e ) | i s an element in H by 
theorem 2 .1 and 
| | T | i « S u p ^ | E x^ T(e ' ' ) l ; ^{x) < l | 
• 
This shows that every TfcH can be represented 
by an element 5T(e )? in H . Thus if we identify each 
T^H* with^TCe*^)? in H* , we see that H' = H* 
algebraically and isoraetrlcally. 
2.4 MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS ON H: 
In this section we shall mention the results of 
Nung [17] to determine the necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which an matrix transformation 
A "^a-. ul will map the space H into respectively {'"A 
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the space x. of a l l bounded sequences and the sapce 
C of a l l convergent sequences. 
Now f i r s t of a l l we s t a t e a lemma due to 
Z e l l e r [ l l ] . 
LEfi^MA 2 , 1 : If a matrix A transforms a BK-space E 
in to BK-space F , then the transformation i s l i n e a r and 
continuous* 
Here a BK-space is a Banach sequence space in 
which every coordinate mapping x ——> x is continuous* 
For example, J^ ^ (1 ^  P « «), C and the space C of all 
null sequences with uniform norms are all BK-spaces. 
Lf^ MMA 2,2: The space H is a BK-space. 
t 
PROOF: Since the associate space H contains all the 
9(x^"^) > 0 as n > « , then 
f i n i t e sequences, if x^"^ »SLX^^*"<£H, with 
| x / " M - I r xl"^ e^l < P(x^")) ^{9^) > 0 as 
n . - ^> » where e^ i s the sequence 1 a t the j-ih 
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place and zero elsewhere* 
2.4.1 MATRIX TRANSFORMATION OF H INTO H . 
00 
Let us consider the matrix transformation given 
by 
Yn - ,i, «n.k \* ^- '^2, 
TH£0R£?J1 2.6: A matrix transformation A « (a j^) maps 
the space H into the space £ of all bounded 
CO 
sequences if and only if 
oo 
( 2 . 6 . 1 ) Sup ( Z i^n If - ®n If+li^ < **• 
n2.1 k=l ^*^ " ' ^ ^ 
( 2 . 6 . 2 ) Sup I a ^1 < «» fo r every f i x e d k. 
n^l ^*^ 
PROOFt Suppose the c o n d i t i o n s h o l d . For each xG H, 
k 
wi th S = E X. and S^, " Z x, , t hen fo r each 
k«l ^ '^  i « l ^ 
p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r n , we have 
- ni?"'".!' * i l '•".!'• Vk*ll' ^ '^''^ -
Thi» shows that Ax i s in d^ and A « (a„ t ) 
Baps H in to j ^ • 
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Conversely, suppose A =• (»« j.) maps H into jC^ • 
For each k « 1,2, the sequence e with 1 at 
the kth place and zero elsewhere is an element in H. 
Thus 
Sup |a„ j^ » Sup 1 Z a„ . e^ l^ < 
n^ l 'n,k n^l j"l n,j 
For every fixed k, therefore condit ion (2 ,6 ,2) holds . 
Next by Lemraa 2 ,1 and Lemma 2 ,2 , the mapping i s l i n e a r 
and continuous, therefore there e x i s t s r ea l constant 
K such tha t 
CO 
Sup I Z a„ . X. I < K P ( X ) for a l l x £ H. 
n>l k»l ^*^ ^ " 
Now for each x€H with s„ « E x. and lim S 
n k«l ^ n—>« " 
We have 
Sup 
n^l SupTsTf 
k ^ 
Sup 
n2l 
Ti.'-h I! • I I II 1 1 I I I 
S u p l S J 
< K, 
and t h i s i s t rue for a l l nul l sequence ^Sj^^G C 
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since the mapping defined by ox «> Z x. < i s a 
one-to-one continuous l i n e a r operator from H onto 
the space C of a l l convergent sequences. Since the 
assoc ia te space of C i s the sapce X.,, therefore 
we have 
CO 
Sup ( E l^n k • ^n k+l'^ ^ * 
n^l k«l ^*^ ^'^^^ 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
2.4.2 UA7RIX TRANSFORMATION OF H INTO C; 
THEOREM 2.7: A matrix transformation A » (a_ ,^) maps 
H into the space C of all convergent sequences if and 
only if 
(2.7.1) Sup ( E 1% k - ®n k+i!^ < -» 
n^ X k«l ^**^ "»^*-
(2.7.2) lim a„ u » £,u for every fixed k. 
ir-->o. "'"^  ^ 
Morevoer, 
(2.7.3) lin (Ax)^ -^^ S + E (^ ^ - g^^^) (S^ - S) 
n •>• k"l 
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where 
k 
S • £ X,, and S. « E x. 
k-1 ^ "^  i -1 ^ 
n 
and (Ax)„ = E a„ ,^ x. . 
PRCX3Ft This i s a well-knovm theorem about the matrix 
transformation A » (a„ ,,) v/hich meps C into C. 
n y K 
For the proof wo refer to (Cooke [l], p. 65-66). 
REMARK: The space H can be generalized to the sapce 
H^^^ (r^2) which consists of all real sequences 
^ *='^  x^l such that the series E {a^" x)^ is 
L '^  -> n»l " 
convergent, 
where 
n ((jx)„ - E x^, (a x)^ m s ((Jx). 
(o^x)^ - E (a^"^x).. 
^ k-1 "^  
This associate space of the space H^^' (^ 2^) 
can be obtained in a similar way, and the necessary and 
sufficient conditions under which a matrix transformation 
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will maps the space H^^' inot the space X and C 
respectively can also be obtained. 
2.5 This section consists of results of Nung [18] related 
to the matrix transformation of Cesaro sequence spaces 
of non-absolute type into respectively the space x^ 
of all bounded sequences and the space C of all 
convergent sequences. In [7] Hg and Lee determined 
the associate norms and the associate spaces of the 
Cesaro sequence spaces of a non-absolute type. First 
we shall describe required sequence space and then we 
give the proofs of rnain theorems. 
2.6 CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES? 
Let X (1 < < «) and X be resoectively the 
P — OO 
spaces of all xGX with 
- , n p 1/P 
"""P'^n^-l '" kil ""' ' '" 
and ^ , n p •) 
l|x|| »SupS|^ Z x^ l ; k - 1,2,....<< -. 
L " k-l "^  J 
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Note tha t the above norms are sa tura ted except 
for P » 1 . By Shiue [16] and Lelbowitz [14], the 
Casaro sequence spaces defined as 
1/p 
C e s . ^ a = [ a r : | | a i | = ( ? ( i ? l a | ) ^ < « ? 
P i '- "^n=l P n=l " k-1 "* J 
For 1 1 P < CO. 
and C e s ^ « \ a « ^QR^ « l l a l L = S u p ( i i: | a j ^ | ) < « < . 
'VQ note also that the spaces X_ defined above are 
P 
different from the Cesaro sequence spaces Ces (1 1 p < «»). 
In fact Ces C X (1 1 p < ~) and Ces ^ X (See [7]), 
Now by using theorem 2.?. we can prove that X are 
Banach sequence spaces of a non-absolute type. 
Now we shall give the results due to Ng and Lee [7]. 
THEOREM 2,8: Let Y be the space of all y6 X 
such that 
(2.8.1) jky^ l < W for all k « 1,2, 
(2.8.2) > J y ) - ( £ |k(y^ - yu.Jl^ < « for ol/-^ 
1 i q < -
II 
and 
7\Jy) » Sup jlk(y^  - y^+{)\ i k » 1,2,3,....^  < » . 
THEOREM 2.9: The associate space X of X^ is the 
p p 
space Y„ with the norm ? \^ , where r + i " ! • q ' q ' P q 
2 . 7 MATRIX TRANSFORfMTlONS ON X^: 
S 
In this section we shall find the necessary and 
sufficient conditions under which an infinite matrix 
will transforms the Cesaro sequence spaces X , into 
respectively the space X. ^ of all bounded sequences and 
the space C of all convergent sequences. 
2.7.1. MATRIX TRANSFORMATION OF X„ INTO J2 . 
P o* 
Let us consider the matrix transformation given by 
n^ =" ^l^ ^ n.k \* " - ^ '2, 
provided the series on the right is convergent. 
Now we shall prove a theorem due to Nung [183» 
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THEOREM 2,10: A matrix transformation ^ " (*« k^  maps 
the space X^ (1 < p ^  ») into the space j[ if and only 
if 
(2.10.1) SUP II^Ma„,,-a„,,,pj^^^ llj;^^^<, 
(2 .10.2) Sup I k a^  . I < « , for every fixed n, 
k^l "'"^ 
where "S + ^ =» 1 ancl | | » | | j j i s the X norm. 
PROOF I First we prove that the conditions are necessary. 
Suppose A = (a^ ^ ) maps X^ into -*- , then the series 
nf K p «o 
(Ax)_ » n a„ ^  x^ is convergent for every x€-X_. 
" k«l "»'^  •' P 
8 an Then by theorem 2,8 the sequence ^ a„ .^ i 
C "''^ j k^ l 
element in Y for every n, it follows that the 
condition (2.10.2) holds and || VJ^C^^ t - a« ua.i)? WO < * 
^ n,K n,ic+i J^^^ J^ q^j 
Since X and X^ are BK-spaces by lemma 2.1 
IIAXJI/) < K | | x | | 
^ ( - ) P 
for some real constant K, and all x^X or 
sup l(Ax) I < K llsll. 
13 
for all x^X with S "^S,^? where Sj^  »-^ E x^. 
It follows that 
Sup 
n^l 
Z k( a , - a , ,) S, kai "»•« %,k+l' ^k 
llsllj) 
(p) 
1 K. 
Hence we have 
Sup II ?k(a ^ - a ,)] Wu < K. 
Thus condition (2.10.1) holds. 
Conversely, suppose conditions (2.10,1) and (2.10.2) 
hold, then for each n = 1,2,3,.,.., the sequence ^a ^1 
I "'"^Jk^l 
is an element of Y , therefore 
q 
(Ax)_ » Z a„ . X. is convergent for each x^X^ 
n IcaX n,k k p 
and by Holder inequality, we have 
Sup I (Ax) I « Sup I E a ^ x^ l 
n>l " k»l "•'^  ^ 
Sup I l^^ k(.^^^ - a^^^^^) s^j 
< - . 
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Which shows that Ax £ x and A « (a^ ,,) maps 
X^ into i . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
2 . 7 . 2 . fAATRIX TRANSFORMATION OF X INTO C; 
wiSkM 
Let us consider the matrix transformation 
given by 
n^ '^ ^ %,k \* " = ^ '2., , 
THEOF^ EM 2.11: A matrix transformation A " i \ ^) maps 
X into the space C if and only if 
(2.11.1) Sup II^J^ (a_ ,, - a ^^ ,)? \\ (j 
n2l ^ "*^  "'"^^^Jk^l iiq 
< OS, 
( 2 . 1 1 . 2 ) Sup ik a^ -I < oo for sve ry f i xed n, 
n y K 
( 2 . 1 1 . 3 ) l im lt(a« u - a« I,. 1) • ^w fo^ every 
n—>oo "»'^ n,ic+i n 
f ixed k, 
where •* ••• r •• ! • P «l 
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PRCX)Ft First we prove that the conditions are necessary. 
Suppose A • (a ^) maps X into C, the condition 
Uf K P 
(2.I1.1} and (2.11.2) follows similarly as in the proof 
of Theorem 2#10.. To prove that condition (2.11.3) is 
necessary, we take, for each fixed k, as sequence 
xv-/ in X„ P with 
( 
^ k i f j « k 
xU)-! ' -k i f j = k + 1 
0 i f i ip k, k+1 
Then we see that 
Sir « T ^ A^^ * 1» 
•^  *^  j«l J 
and Sj « 0, if j ^ k. 
(k) For this sequence x^  ' we have 
" j«l "»J J 
^ Jva_, « - a^ J .,) S 
j.l n.S "n,j+l' "j 
^ ^\,k' n^.k^ l^  >^k " " >^ 
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This shows that condition (2,11.3) is necessary* 
Conversely, suppose the conditions (2.11.1), (2.11.2) 
and (2.11.3) hold. Then by conditions (2.11.1) and (2.11.2) 
the series 
(Ax)_ = E a_ >, x^ is convergent for every x6X„. 
k«l "'"^  "^  P 
By condition (2,11.3) we have 
l^^^n.k- «n,k+l>l >l^kl'' «^ " > "-
and since for every positive integer m 
\ 
l^ I'^ ^^ n.k - «n,k^l)l f ^ n^Uk-l ' ""^  Vlc-^n,k+l> 1 j "^  
By l e t t i n g n > <», we get 
Z I 6^1 ^ < SupV E | k ( a ^ - a ^ . ) | 
k«l ^ { n^ l f k«l "'"^ "•'^^^ 
Since this is true for every positive integer m, it 
,1/q 
follows that ^  E I ^ ul S < -. 
ki 
Now for every sequence x£X , we have 
1 " S« " r Ex,, — > 0 at n ——> «, 
n n ,j,j^  k 
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Given any ^ > 0, there exis ts N > 0 such that 
p n V p 
and by condition (2 ,11.3) , there exis ts integer N 
such that l^Z^ [k(a„^^ - a^^^^^) - <S^^ S^| < ^ / 2 
for a l l n i N . Now for a l l n ^ N 
' / - I [ ' ^ ' " . " - ^ n . k u ' - •^kl S l^ i l,.lil'=^»n.k-»n,k+l>- «kj ^kl 
^'kLll'^'-'X"*"."*!*"'^'']'''' 
_ 1/q _ p 1/p 
< £ / 2 + 2p , G/4p 
So we have 
oo oo 
lim E '^(^n k - ®n k+1^ ^k " ^ ^k^k 
I t follows that 
l i m (Ax)^ - l i m E a„ i, x. 
n—>•• " n—>«»» k « l ^*^ ^ 
oa 
n—•>€«> k w l 
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This shows tha t Ax€C, and ^ =• («« j,) n»sps X into C, 
and the proof i s complete. 
REMAi^ f^ : ^ , 5 = 0 for a l l k if C above i s replaced 
by the space C of a l l nul l sequences. 
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CHAPTER-III 
CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF AN ABSOLUTE TYPE 
3.1 In this Chapter we shall mention a class of sequence 
spaces which is of an absolute type. These sequence spaces 
was first defined by J.S. Shine [16] and its a-dual given 
by Jagers [15] for I < p < « and by Ng and Lee [12] 
for p = «>, By absolute we mean that if a sequence 
X *• ^  ^ It^  belongs to o given space so does its absolute 
value |x| = TIXJ-H. Here we also give a function 
version of Cesaro sequence spaces due to J.S. Shiite [19]. 
In this connection we shall study the results of 
K#P. Lira [31] relating to matrix transformation on 
Cesaro sequence spaces of an absolute type. In the 
last we list the some problems. 
3.2 DBFINITIONI 
Let A be infinite matrix and Y a sequence space. 
We consider X • ^ x ; A jx|G Y? . 
In particular, when A is a Cesaro matrix C and 
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Y « X for 1 < p < «•• We call X Cesaro sequence 
space of an absolute type and it is denoted by Ces . 
Now we can define in otherwordft, x€Ces for 
1 < p < oo if and only if 
0. . n p 1/P 
[ E (i E IxJ) ] < «. 
n«l " k»l ^ 
and s imi l a r ly for p o oo. 
3,3 This sec t ion cons i s t s of r e s u l t s of S.K. Lira [26] 
regarding a-dual of Ces . Now the f i r s t problem i s to 
find the a-dual of Ces . 
Now we observe t h a t , 
V.1 V k * ( ^ , ^ i i-ii) <''iv„i) 
1 ^ 
where S^ ^j^ Z \x^\ and tj^ - k (}y^| - |y,5+il) 
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" (^ l^ I'll) (" l^ 'nl) —> ° '"" * -1*I<H 
With i + -^  « 1 then y e C e s " . p q ' p 
But the converse does not hold because the se r i e s 
0 9 OO 
^ I'^uYi,! * ^ Sr,t^  if exists, converges for some 
S » [^]^^l only. 
Hence a different approach is required. 
Suppose y^-Ces^. Now using function?^ ! analytic 
method [25, Th. 17 iii], we can show that for every 
xeces , £ Ix^ y^ l < M l|x| 
P k-l ^ '^ 
Here the norm is defined to be 
11x11 -[ Z (| E |xj) ] 
k«l ^ i-1 ^ 
I t i s easy to show tha t y€.C and ^ 
(^ I Ix^l) (n |y I) > 0 . 
" i-1 ^ n 
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Then we obtain, 
• k oo k p ^^^ 
S (-n I lx.|)(k ly^ l - Iyu+,I)1M[ I (^S |xJ) ] . 
k«l '^  i«l ^ ^ ^^^ k»l "^ i-l ^ 
or alternatively, 
1/p 
t S^\ < M ( E Sg ) 
k«l ^ ^ k=l "^  
q-1 In order to say t « ^tj^£l, we require S. «« tj^  
In otherwords, we want to choose x^-Ces such that 
4 Z |Kil^(k(|y,| - ly,^!!))""' 
or equivalently. 
This is possible only when lcP(|yj^ | - lyj^ +il) is 
non-negative and increasing in k. 
Therefore we have proved. 
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LEMMA 3.1; The spue? C®*n contains all y such that 
yeC^ and E [k (|y^ | - ly^ +il)]'' < -
where k'^  HYI , ! - l^k+1^^ ®^ non-negative and increasing^ 
and i t s so l id h u l l . 
Rewriting the above lemma, we have 
THEOREM 3 , 1 : The a-dual of Ces for 1< p < « i s the 
p 
space of all sequences y such that y^C and 
,^ ., l^^Vk-Vk+l^i < -
where y denotes the infimum of all y <, jy| 
with k*^  ^ ^k " ^k+1^ being non-negative and increasing. 
Again, let X - ^ x; A | X | G Y ] . Lim [26] considered the 
cases for other special A and H\ 
In particular when A «« C, Cesaro matrix, and Y •« w^ 
o 
where w^ " l^ J^ C | x | £ C ^ s 
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3.4 CESARO FUNCTION SPACESt 
In this section we shall give a function version 
of Cesaro sequence spaces due to Shiue [19]. Cesaro 
function spaces, denoted by CES for 1 < p < ««, is defined 
to be the set of all real valued measurable functions 
defined on (O, «) such that 
[/(•?/ |f(t) I dt) dx] converges. 
0 * ^ 0 
In otherwords, f^CES^ if and only if 
P 
T |f|GL„ (0, «) where (Tlf|)(x) " -^  / |f(t)l dt. 
P X 0 
Obviously, the operator T plays the role of matrix A 
or C as in the sequence version. 
Given a function space X with functions defined 
on (0,«») the Kothe dual of X is the space of all real 
valued measuiable functions of defined on (0,<») such that 
/ f(x) g(x) dx exists for every f^X. 
0 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to express the inverse 
of T precisely. Hence the technique used in the sequence 
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version to find the dual does not work here* However, 
it is still possible to find the dual of CES . We 
do it by first of all converting the problem ir\ function 
spaces to one in sequence spaces, and then solve the 
problem in sequence spaces. 
We observe that for n <, x 5^  n+1 
, n , X , n+1 o n+i 
In otherwords, the integral 
«» 1 X p 
/ (~/ |f(t)| dt) dx converges if and only if the 
1 '* O 
00 « n p 
series E (— E S.) converges. 
n-1 " lc-1 ^ 
k 
Where S,, • / |f(t)| dt. 
^ k-1 
That is, S « ^ j^^ E^Ces . 
Next we write for (m+l)" S x <, m" 
., l/(ni+l) l/(m+l) I x l/m l/m 
^ / < m / i-;/ |f(t)|dt i (m+l) / < 2m / , 
"^0 0 0 0 0 
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In otherwords, the integral 
1 1 X p 
/ (V / l^ *^) I ^ * ) ^^ converges if and only if 
0 '^  0 
the series Z (m E t,,) (i ^T—) converges 
where % » f jf(t)j dt. 
"^  l/( k+1) 
We say that t "X^ j^ ? belongs to a reverse Cesaro sequence 
space or t G d , 
Now combining the above, we obtain that f£ CES 
where 1 < p < « if and only if S « ^ S. ?€Ces and 
t "^ j^f^ c^l where, 
k 1/k 
Su » / lf(t)| dt and t^ - / 1 f (t) i at. 
^ k-1 ^ 1/k+l 
Since the a-dual of Ces^ is known and that of d^  
P P 
can be found therefore we have solved the problem of 
the Kothe dual of CES . 
THEOREM 3.2: The Kothe dual of CES for 1 < p < » 
is the space of all real valued measurable functions 
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g such tha t u " J ^ i j ^ ^ C e s J and v « ^v. 26 d" 
Kliere Uj^  = ess-Sup ? |g(x) | % k-1 <. x £. k < 
-Sup ?|g(x)| ; (k+l)"*^ 1 x 1 k'^j . Vj^  a* ess 
3*5 MATRIX TRANSFORMATION ON Ces(p)t 
In this section we shall study the results of 
K.P. Lira [31] relating to matrix transformation on 
Cesaro sequence spaces of an absolute type. First we 
shall describe the required sequence space and then we 
give the proofs of main theorems. We further determine 
the dual space of Cesaro sequence space CesCp). 
3-6 PEFINITIONt For p " (p_) with inf p_ > 0 
Ce8(p) -9x » (x^) t Z (-^  E Ix^l)"^^ < « S 
r r*^ ! 
where E denotes a sum over the ranges 2 ;< k < 2 , 
r "" 
First of all we have to show that the space CetCp) is 
paranormed by 
o. , p 1/M 
(3.6.1) g(x) . ( r (-i- £ jxj) ' ) 
r«0 2* r 
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If K " Sup P_. < « and M « max (1,H) 
r 
PROOF: It Is.clear that 
g(©) =» 0 and g( x) = g(-x) where 9 = (0,0,....). 
q Is sub additive; 
Since p« < M, we have 
Pr/M ^ Pj./M p^/M ^ 
(( S Ix„+y^|) ) < (( E |xj) + (E ly^l) ) 
and since M 2: 1» ^^^ see by Minkowski's inequality that 
g is subadditive. 
Now finally we have to check continuity of 
multiplication. For any complex /\ » we have 
p 1/M 
g(Ax) - ( E (-4- El AxJ) ^) 
r-O 2^ r "^  
Pp/M 
<. Sup I ^  I g ( x). 
Now let ^  — > 0, for any fixed x with g( x) ^^  0. 
1 Since Z (-7- E |x,^ |) < «, so for 
r-O 2* r 
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j7v| < 1 and ^ > 0, there exists an integer in^  > 0 s . t . 
(3.6.2) Z ( - i - Z 1 Ax. I) ^ < € . 
vm^ 2^ r ^ 
o 
Now taking jA| sufficiently small such that 
^ ^^ r lAl < ^ /g(x) for r «0,1,.... m^-l. we then have 
in -'•l p 
(3.6.3) S (-i- Z I 7\x^ |) "" < e. 
raO 2^ r 
Together with (3.6.2) and (3.6.3), we obtain 
g (Ax) > 0 as A > 0 . 
Hence continuity of multiplication is exist. 
We have thus shown that Ce8(p) is paranormed by (3.6.1). 
The completeness of Ces(p) may be proved by using the same 
kind of argument to that in [30]. 
Pr Pr Pr 
Note that, since we have {Z \ \ \ ) <. (2 ) Z | x,^ | for 
p, > 1, it is clear that x(p) (See[27]) is contained in 
r 
Ces(p) • 
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Now we write A^(n) « max^ la^ .1 
r r ' n,K' 
where for each n the maximum Is taken for k In 
[2^, a^"*"^]. We state the following inequality 
(See [28]) which will be used later. For any C > 0 
and any two complex numbers a,b, 
q p 
(3.6.4) |ab| <, C (|a| C"*' + lb| ) 
where p > 1 and T + "T "» !• 
p q 
3.5.1 MATRIX TRANSFORMATION OF CES(p) INTO i . 
In this section we shall introduce an important 
result of K.P. Lim [31]. In which we shall determine 
the necessary and sufficient condition on an Infinite 
matrix A « (a„ ,,) so that it should transform Ces(p) 
n f K 
into X . 
Let us consider the following Matrix t ransformation. 
S a ^ x^, n - 1,2,3, 
THEOREM 3.3: Let 1 < Pj. <. Sup^ p^ < «. Then 
A C (Ce8(p), X ) if and 9nly if there exists a 
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intctger E > 1 such that 
CTj. "^^j. 
U(E) < «, where U(E) » Sup„ E (2'' A^(n)) E 
" r«0 ^ 
and ^ + - J u - „ 1, r - 0 , 1 , 2 , 
PROOFt Suppose there exists an Integer E > 1 such that 
U(E) < ». Then by inequality (3.6.4), we have 
ll^'-.,\\ %^i,^J%.c^l 
< E 2^ A (n) -4- S Ixu|. 
r-0 ^ 2^ r "^  
q p 
< E ( E (2^ A (n)) V % r (i- z|x. j) "") 
rO ^ r«0 2^ r "^  
Therefore, A€(Ce8( 
Conversely, suppose A€.(Ces(p), Jij and there 
does not exist E > 1 such that U(E) < <». Since 
lim Sup |A (x)| < oo, so we may use the same kind of 
n 
argument to that in [29] to prove that each A (x) 
* 
defined ^ ^^ k '^k ^' ^ " Ces(p). Since Ces(p) is 
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complete and Sup |A (x)| < «*, by uniform boundednese 
n 
principle there exists a number D independent of n 
and X and a number ^ < 1 such that 
(3.6.5) |A^(x)j < D. 
For every x <E S [ G , ^ ] and every n, where S[0,&] 
i s the closed sphere in Ces(p) with centre the o r ig in 
9 and radius G • 
Now choose an integer G > 1 such that 
M 
G S> > D. 
Since U(G) = <», there exists an integer m > 1 fuch that 
m^ o —a 
(3.6.6) R « E (2^ A (n)) ^  G ^ > 1. 
r-O ^ 
Define a sequence x •» (x.) as follows, x. « 0 if 
m +1 rq^ M/p_ ^r -1 
k 2 2 ° and X N ( r ) - 2 ^ S ^ ^ g n a^^^^^^j) | a^^^^^j | 
- 1 "^ r /P r R ^ G ^ ^ , 
Xjj • 0 (k f N ( r ) ) , for 0 ^ r ^ m^. 
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Whera N(r) is the smallest integer such that 
|a j|(j.)| «njaXj.|aj^ j^ | . Then by (3,6.6), we have, 
% w / ,N (q - D P -P -q ^^^ 
l/M 
-l/M m^ q -q^ l/M 
Hence, x € S[©,^ ] . Moreover, 
-1 M "o '•''r ''r "''r 
r«0 
M 
G & 
> D, 
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Which contrad ic t s ( 3 . 6 , 5 ) , This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Consider the well-known summability matrix A 
defined by / ^ -^  
1 0 0 0 I 
1 5 
1 
1 
1 5 
1 
0 
1 
1 
for any x •« (xy, )GCe8(p) , 
J 
n 1 1 
I t i s routine to check that AxC i^  » so A 6 ( C e 8 ( p ) , -< ) . 
Morevoer, for each n, we have 
Aj.(n) 
•i i f 2^ ^ n 
i f 2^ > n 
t 
Therefore, 
^f -^-^ ^ . o^ ^^ ' ^ r 
Z ( 2 ^ A j n ) ) ^ E ^ » E ( - ^ ) E 
r»0 ^ r»0 " 
If 
for some k such that 2 _£ n. 
2 
Take any Integer E 2 2 , we g e t 
«» _ q_ -q_ k «r '^ r 
S (2^A^(n)) ^ E ^ « E ( -§*- ) 
r»0 ^ r=0 "^ 
k 2^ ^r 
^ E (—W-—) 
r-O 2 n 
k ^T 
r O 2^n 
^ (2'^*^.1) < 1 
as 2^ ^ < n. 
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This shows that there e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 
such t h a t U(E) < « for t h i s summablllty matrix A. 
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3«^-2 MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS OF CES(D) INTO C; 
Here we shall characterize the class (Ces(p), C ). 
THEORY 3.4: Let 1 < p^ . i Sup p^ . < «. Then 
A^(Ces(p), C) if and only if, 
(3.4.1) a^ j^  > ajj (n > «, k fixed) 
(3.4.2) There exists an integer E > 1 such that 
U(E) < », where U(E) i«; defined as in Theorem (3.3). 
PROOFt Suppose A£(Ces(p), C). Then Ay^ Cx) exists 
for each n 2 i n^«^  lin* An(x) exists, for every 
n 
x£.Ce8(p). Therefore a similar argument to that in 
Theorem 3.3, we have the condition (3.4.2). The condition 
(3.4.1) is obtained by taking x « ejj€Ces(p), where -^ ,^  
is a sequence with 1 in the k place and zero elsewhere. 
On the other hand, suppose that the conditions 
(3.4.1) and (3.4.2) are satisfied. Then the conditions 
(3.4.1) and (3»4.2) imply that 
M "r """jf 
(3.6.7) Z (2^ ^ max |a.|) E i U(E) < «. 
r-O r ^ 
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By using ( 3 . 6 . 7 } , i t i s ftasy to check that £ a^,x. 
k-1 ^ ^ 
is absolutely convergent, for each xECesCp). 
Moreover, for each x€Ces(p), there exists an integer 
m 2. ^  such that 
r««tt^  2 r 
o 
If Qmo^ '^ ^ "^  °» '"'® ^ *^* 
1/M ^ 1/M 
^m^ l%,k-«kN>^lcl/^V^'^)^ - L ^^'^n,k-«kll'^kl>/(V^^ 
o ' o r«m^ r 
k»2 ° 
1/W 
1 £ 2^Bj.(n)-i-E |x^|/(g^ (x)) 
r»TO^  2 r o o 
^r -^ oo , Pr Pr/** 
<.E(Z (2^8 (n)) E ^ + E <-^ ^  I'^kl )/<«„( x)) 
r«m^ ^ r««m^  2 r o 
o o 
'^r -q" 
< E ( Z (2^B^(n)) E ^+ 1) 
o 
Where B_(n) * max |a^ ,, - o^| . 
r -. n, K K 
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Thus 
«» •• q - q '^** 
(3.6.8) Z^ |a^ k-«kll*lcJi^^ ^ (2^B (n)) ^ B ""+1) g„( x) . 
o ' r«"in^  o 
lc-2 ° 
Clearly (3.6.8) holds if g (x) » 0. 
o 
Since Z (2^Bj.(n)) E i 2U(E) < «, from (3.6.8), 
o 
i t follows immediately t h a t lira Jig Xj^  « Eoj^  Xj^ . 
n—><» n,k 
This shows that AS(Ce8(p) ,C). Which oroves the theorem. 
REMARK: In this direction I have charecterized the 
A ^ 
classes (Ces(p),C) and (Ce8(p) I ) which are appearing 
A 
in Tamkang J. Math. Vol. 19, No.4, 1988. Where C denote 
A 
the space of almost convergent (sequences and t^ is the 
space of almost boundedness. 
3.7 This sequence space has been generalized by Malkolgsky 
and Eberhard [39] in the following way. 
For o > 0 and 0 < p i ••, 
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P 
a -1 
CESja) . > x « ( x j : t [ S/^^K^ / '^  k ^ '^iM 
leN a*"^^-! 
where N^''^ - f m£N: 2"^  <, tn <. 2'^'^^ - 1? 
A = { - r - ) . 
r 
He i n v e s t i g a t e s v a r i o u s p r o p e r t i e s of t he spaces CE^ ( a ) , 
de t e rmines t h e i r con t inuous and Ko the -Toep l i t z d u a l s and 
c h a r a c t e r i z e s the s e t s (CES ( o ) , l^J), (CES (a)> X,), 
(CES ( a ) , C) f or 0 < p jC « and the s e t s ( X^, CESp( a ) ) , 
( l2 ,CES„(a)) , (C CES„(a)) f o r 1 < p < « . 
•4 P » P 
It is also stated that the known Sesaro sequence 
C " - 1 " ^ ~) 
spaces Ce8„ » < x "(Xv,): E (n"" E 1x^.1) < «> < are 
P Z. '^  n-1 k«l ^ J 
c l o s e l y connected with t h e spaces CES ( l ) f o r 1 < P <, ••# 
and thus the a u t h o r ' s r e s u l t s con t a in two theorems of 
K.P. Lim [30] concern ing the s e t s (Ges , x.) and (C«8_ ,C) . 
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3*8 CONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON C£S(p): 
In this section we shall determine the dual space of 
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CesCp), that is the space of all continuous linear 
functionals on Ces(p) and it is denoted by Ces(pT. 
(See [31]). 
• 
THEOREM 3.5i Let 1 < Pr <. Sup p < o». Then Ces(p) is 
r 
isomorphic to Ji(q), where 
r « ^r -q 7 
t^(q) - U » (x^): E (2^max|x,^|) E ^ < «) S 
C r«0 r ^ 
For some integer E > 1 and —-- + —-- == 1 , 
^r ^r 
PROOF: It is easy to check that each xCCesCp) can be 
eo • 
written as x = Z x.e.. Then, for any fECes(p), 
k»l "^  ^ 
(3.6.9) f(x) - * x.f(ej - E a^x 
where a. « ^ (^v) • 
t» 
We show that the convergence of I ^v'^-v. implies 
k-1 ^ ^ 
that a « (aj^)€n(q). For, i f a ^ n ( q ) , we can determine 
integers 0 « n(0) < n( l ) < n(2) < such that 
n ( s+ l ) - l ^ . ''r - ^ P r 
G. « E (2^ max ja^.!) (S+2) > 1 
• r-n(«) r ^ 
f o r S •• 0 « l » 2 f « « « « « . 
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Define a sequence x « (X|^ ).a8 follows: For each S, 
Q —1 —cr 
>^(r) » 2 ^ 13^(^)1 Sgn a^(r)(S+2) 63-1 
for n(S) £ r < n(S+l) - 1, 
and 
x^ = 0 for k f N(r) 
where N(r) is such that I®M(X)I "* IW^X l^ lc'* 
The maximum Is taken for U in [2^ ,^ 2^ **" J, 
Therefore we have, 
n(S+l)-l 
2 n(S+l)-l _ ^r "^r , 
^n(S) V k « , L r < , N ^^ l^(r)l) (S^2) °S k-2 r-nis; 
-1 ^j^ n(S+l)-l cfy "''r^ Pr 
^ r-n(S) ^^^' 
« (S+2)~^ , 
It follows that " - " - »• /^-o\-l E a. x. • E (S+2) -^  diverges. Morever, 
k-l "^  "^  k-0 
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n ( S n ) - l , , , p . n(S+l ) . l r(q - 1 ) , y \ "^r.^^ 
riN«n(S) 2^ r "^  r-n(S) ^^^^ ^ 
n(S+l)- l rq / ' r " V r -p_. 
r»n(S) "^ ^^ ^ 
, n(S+l)- l rq^ ^r ^'<^fPr^ 
2 ''Iaj^(r)l (S+2) 
ran(S) 
-2 n (S+l ) - l rq^ ^^ 
- q / p 
(S+2) 
(3+2)"^ 
eo , r «• 
Hence, E ( - ^ E | x . | ) ^ E — i - ^ < « , 
r-O 2^ r "^  SO (3+2)"^ 
That i s , xGCesCp). This shows that, i f a ^ n ( q ) , 
there e x i s t s xCCesCp) such that E ^v^v diverges 
which proves the assertion that the convergence of 
E a,,x. implies that a£.^(q)* 
k-1 ^ '^ 
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On the otherhand, suppose a£^i(q). Thenf a 
similar argument to that in Theorem 3.3, We know that 
E ^\,^u < «» ^or each xeces(p). Hence 
k-1 ^ ^ 
f(x) = T. a,,x. defines a linear functional on Ces(p) 
k«l ^ ^ 
using the argument of Theorem 3,4, we have, 
q 
" |at.5«ullE( ^ (2^max|a.l) E ^+3)g(x) 
k«l "^  "^  r«0 r "^  
whenever g(x) X 1. Hence E a.x^ defines an element 
k-l ^ ^ 
of Ces(p)» 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the 
representation (3.6.9) is unique. 
Hence we can define a mapping T : CesCp) —•> ji(q) by 
T(f) »« aj^jag,....) 
Where aj^  appear from the representation in (3.6.9). 
It is evident that T is linear and bijection. 
* 
Hence Ces(p) is isomorphic to Ji(q), which proves 
the theorem. 
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3.9 SOME PROBLEMSt 
In th i s sect ion we l i s t the following some problems. 
PROBLEM 1: What i s the Banach dual of X ? 
for an absolute sequence space, very often i t s 
Banach dual tha t i s the space of a l l continuous l i n e a r 
funct ionals coincides with the a-dual , and also with 
the p-dual as a proper sub space. 
PROBLEM 2: What i s the second p-dual of X ? 
P 
We have charac ter ized the p-dual X • The 
condit ions on the elements in X^ are not symmetrical 
with respec t to those in X . Hence the space X is 
not pe r fec t tha t i s X f X • Then what i s X 7 
PROBL^ 31 Let X » ^x ; Aj x j ^ Y 1 and Y be s o l i d . 
What i s the a-dual of X7 
Urn [26] has solved the problem for some specia l 
A and Y» The corresponding problem has also been 
solved completely for the non-absolute case. 
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I t would be of i n t e r e s t to charac te r ize the a-dual of X 
for more general A and Y, If Y i s not so l i d , the 
problen seems to be harder* 
W^OBLEM 4: Let X be a Banach space. Study the space 
CQS(X) of a l l X-valued sequences x such tha t 
" ( i E l l x j l ) < «, 
n»l " k«l ^ 
and s imi l a r l y for tha non-absolute case . 
The problem was proposed and i s being studied by 
Wu-Bo-er. For s imi la r r e s u l t s on C^(X), C(X), i ( X ) 
For 0 < p < «», and w (X) for O < p < «, See [ 3 3 j , 
PROBLEM 5: Let ^ be a family of i n f i n i t e matrices and Y 
a sequence space. Let X be the space of a l l sequences 
X such t h a t Tx£Y whenever T ^ T a n d 
Sup 9||Tx|| ; T^T?< - . [ 
What i s the ^-dual of X 7 
The above space X was studied by Lim and Lee [35]. 
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PROBLEM 6: Let h) denote the space of all sequences 
X such that there is a number £ satisfying 
1 " n P 
•i E |x^ -y, I > 0 as n > «, 
" k=»l ^ 
What are the necessary and sufficient conditions on A 
such that an infinite matrix A maps oi, into w 
for 1 < p < CO ? 
This is a special caso of a problem raised in 
Kuttner and Thorpe [34]. An attempt has b<?en made in 
Lee and Lim [32], 
PROBLEM 7: Characterize the continuous orthogonally 
additive functionals on X . 
Given an sequence space X, a functional f on 
X Is said to be orthogonally additive If 
f(x+y) - f(x) + f{y) 
Whenever x,y^ X and Xj^ yj^  = 0 for all k. 
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PROBLEM 8; Characterize the continuous orthogonally 
additive functionals on Ces_» 
P 
For interest, we include in the references some standard 
reference books on the subject: [l], [36], [37], [38] 
and [25]. 
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